WHITEPAPER
INTRODUCTION
The Everburn project is a smart reflection token contract hosted on the Avalanche C-Chain network.
Avalanche, also known as AVAX for short, has multiple chains for developing blockchain projects. The
AVAX C-Chain network is the smart contract network that is identical to the ERC-20 Ethereum smart
contact network.

WHY AVAX?
AVAX uses the same programming language Solidity that is used by Ethereum ERC-20 tokens. AVAX has
the benefits of an extremely low gas fee for network transacts compared to Ethereum. The gas fees
found on the AVAX network are calculated in cents compared to the hundreds of dollars on Ethereum.
Avalanche is also easily accessible on major exchanges such as Coinbase, Binance, and other popular
cryptocurrency centralized exchanges.

WHAT IS A REFLECTION TOKEN?
A reflection project is a token that charges a small tax percentage on every transaction on its blockchain.
It then takes the tax collected and reflects a reward back to its current holders. Every holder receives
compensation proportionate to their holding size compared to the circulating supply. The higher the
transaction volume the blockchain has, the higher the frequency and reward rate that is reflected on its
holders.

THE PROBLEM WITH REFLECTION TOKENS?
The problem that all reflection tokens face for long-term sustainability is that they require consistent
trade volume to stay relevant. Once the trade volume drops, most holders sell their tokens and abandon
the project. There is no correlation between the trade volume that generates the reflection rewards and
the token's speculative spot price. They work independently and against each other to ultimately send
the token into inevitable failure. So the real question is, how do you get the volume that generates
reflections to corollate with the spot price of the token?
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THE REFLECTION TOKEN SOLUTION: BURN BABY BURN!
Say hello to Everburn. Everburn was developed to solve the problem that plagues all reflection tokens in
the market, the correlation of volume and the tokens' price. Everburn not only reflects but also burns
token supply. Everburn charges a tax on every sale, but part of the tax collected is burned and removed
from the circulating supply forever. Everburn is a deflationary token that burns a percentage of its total
supply on an elliptic curve over time. This means that because the burn rate is percentage-based, it will
burn its supply forever, but never actually run out of supply as it will never reach zero. The burn rate will
just slow down exponentially over time. Less circulating supply equals higher demand that causes buy
pressure and market supply shock.

PROJECT SUMMARY
Everburn is a Hyper-Deflationary reflection token, rapidly burning supply on every buy and sale.
The burn process is percentage-based, so as supply diminishes, the burn rate slows down, and every
holders' share percentage of the total supply increases. This deflation process dynamically determines
the amount of reward token (currently USDT) that the smart-contract reflects to the holders in real-time
on every sale.

REFLECTION REWARDS
Rewards are paid out to its' holders based on their holding size ratio percentage compared to the total
circulating supply. Burned coins are not calculated in this percentage, so as tokens are burned, your
holding size ratio percentage increases over time and has a direct correlation to the size of the reward
reflected back to the holder. This encourages long-term sustainability.

EVERBURN TOKENOMICS
Total Supply: 1,000,000,000 (1 Billion)
Tax rate:
•
•
•

20% on Sell based transactions.
3% on Buy is burned.
0% on inter-blockchain transactions. (Reserved for blockchain utility for future growth)

Tax Break Down: (%20 Total )
•
•

2% - DEX Liquidity Lock
3% - Marketing & Operations
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•

15% is Variable and Adjustable. (The ratio between Reflection and Burn Rate are inversed with a
20% max setting combined of the following two values below. )
o
o

10% Reflection Back to Holders: USDT (Tether) @ LAUNCH
5% burned forever

Reflections Rewarded to Users Explained:
Everburn will initially launch with a 20% tax rate on the sell-side and reflect 10% of the tax to its holders
in AVAX Wrapped USDT (Tether). This reward token can be adjustable on the fly. Community votes will
be scheduled, and the coin(s) reflected on to its' holders can be changed by popular demand, as long as
they are supported on the AVAX C-Chain network. The dynamic of having a variable reflection token can
be utilized as a marketing opportunity to recruit and attract new users from other projects. Suppose
Everburn starts to reflect a specific project's token. In that case, it can market to those new potential
users to means to earn more of their favorite token by becoming a holder of Everburn.
The percentage of reward that gets reflected to the holders is related to the percentage of their holding
size compared to the total circulating supply. For example, let us say you hold 10 million $EVB, out of a
total circulating supply of 1 billion. The 10 million holdings size is equivalent to 1% of the circulating
supply, so your share of the sell reward is 1%. Now let us say that the circulating supply drops to 800
million over the next few months because 200 million is collectively burned by the contract, your share
increases to 1.25% of the sell reward. The more tokens that get burned over time will increase your
reward rate respectfully.

Math examples based on a 10,000,000 (10 Million) holding size.
(holdings size divided by circulating supply)
Exhibit A: 10M / 1B = 1% of total supply.
Exhibit B: 10M / 800M = 1.25% of total supply.

Reward and burn examples
In our example, let us say the volume of users who sold their $EVB in the last 24 hrs equals $100,000
USD worth of coins. 10% is reflected back to its holders, so a pool of $10,000 USD in rewards is
distributed based on holdings size percentage. In exhibit A, a user with a 10M holdings will receive $100
in USDT; in exhibit B the same users will receive $125 in USDT. In a higher volume scenario, these
numbers increase accordingly.
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At the time, the $100,000 worth of sell volume is equivalent to 50,000,000 (50 Million) $EVB Tokens
sold. With the burn rate set at 5%, 2,500,000 (2.5 Million) $EVB would have been removed from
circulation forever, leaving the new circulating supply at (997.5 Million $EVB)

ROADMAP – 2022 & BEYOND
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DASHBOARD - app.everburn.io
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More Graphs & Calculations : https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/u/0/d/1SpaeWOmdrUW1U9F0AL9DqQXkJqN_XaYywvsmp5-D5w/htmlview
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OFFICIAL LINKS
Web: https://everburn.io
Dashboard: https://app.everburn.io
Telegram: https://t.me/EverburnToken
Discord: https://discord.gg/HavkpVbbxe
Twitter: https://twitter.com/EverburnToken
Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/r/everburnEVB/
GitHub: https://github.com/everburn-dev/Earn-Everyburn
Liquidity Lock: DX Sale
Liquidity Lock TX: Snowtrace TX to DX Sale of LP
RugDoc Review: https://rugdoc.io/project/everburn/
SnowTrace: Snowtrace Everburn
Contract Address: 0xebe2eae72D6eAA44A3bCA32cFDF81D3A687917c2
Trader Joe: TraderJoe Everburn
Trader Joe Analytics:
https://analytics.traderjoexyz.com/pairs/0xe06d4fb7778b1192cd6bcae6b15f067267911740
Dex Screener:
https://dexscreener.com/avalanche/0xebe2eae72D6eAA44A3bCA32cFDF81D3A687917c2
LiveCoinWatch: https://www.livecoinwatch.com/price/Everburn-EVB
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LEGAL DISCLAIMER
Eligibility
By trading the Everburn Token, you represent and warrant that (i) as an individual, you are at least 18 or are of
legal age to form a binding contract under applicable laws; (ii) as an individual, legal person, or other organization,
you have full legal capacity and sufficient authorizations to enter into these Terms; (iii) you are neither a United
States user, a Malaysia user, a Singapore-based user, or an Ontario (Canada)-based user; nor are you acting on
behalf of a United States user, a Malaysia user, a Singapore-based user, or an Ontario (Canada)-based user. If you
act as an employee or agent of a legal entity, and enter into these Terms on their behalf, you represent and
warrant that you have all the necessary rights and authorizations to bind such legal entity; (iv) your use of Everburn
Token will not violate any and all laws and regulations applicable to you, including but not limited to regulations on
anti-money laundering, anti-corruption, and counter-terrorist financing.
Everburn DAO reserves the right to change, modify or impose additional restrictions at its discretion at any time, as
global regulation parameters change. Everburn DAO can not enforce or restrict the trade of its token on a
Decentralized Exchange such as TradeJoe, Please make sure it is legal to trade and exchange Defi tokens in your
jurasdiction, and know that you cannot hold Everburn DAO, Everburn, its Developers, Team Memebers or
Moderators accountable for any losses or penalties that may occur from such an outcome or action.
No Investment Advice
The information provided on this document does not constitute investment advice, financial advice, trading advice,
or any other sort of advice and you should not treat any of the document content as such. Everburn DAO does not
recommend that any cryptocurrency should be bought, sold, or held by you. Do conduct your own due diligence and
consult your financial advisor before making any investment decisions. Never invest more than you are willing to
loose. Everburn DAO does not control the speculaive price of the Everburn Token. The price is controlled by the buy
and sell volume on Trader Joe DEX Exchange. Past performance does not guarantee future results. Invest in
cryptocurrencies at your own risk. Everburn, its founders and developers or the Everburn DAO is in no way
responsible for any losses of financial capital based on your financial decisions. You alone are responsbile for your
own decisions and actions.
Accuracy of Information
Everburn will strive to ensure accuracy of information listed on this document although it will not hold any
responsibility for any missing or wrong information. Everburn provides all information as is. You understand that
you are using any and all information available here at your own risk.
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